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Who’s ever heard of a happy artist? Isn’t that an oxy-
moron? 

When I first saw Larry Bemm’s paintings in the mid-
1990s at the Linda Cannon Gallery, I knew that his
big, exuberant canvases of odd-colored blips and
swaths made me feel happy, but it never occurred to
me that the artist didn’t have to struggle mightily to
make that happen. 

Last week, I met Bemm and found out the truth: He is
blissfully happy, always has been, and all that joy just
percolates up through his paintbrush and onto the can-
vas. 

How does that feel? 

"Standing on the StairMaster to reach the top (of the
canvas), I’m laughing," Bemm says, beatifically.
"What am I trying to do?" 

The artist nabbed a little time with me while preparing
for his show, which opens Thursday at Bryan Ohno
Gallery. Ohno  your basic full-service art dealer 
was upstairs coaxing Bemm’s adorable 9-month-old
son, Oliver, to sleep, while Bemm and I sat downstairs
among his paintings. 

Over the years, Bemm, 33, has made a living doing
various jobs from carpentry to cooking. He taught
printmaking in China and, for a while, managed a
Daniel Smith art-supply store. Now he lives in Ballard
with his wife, Missy, a marketing manager for an
Internet company, and takes care of Oliver a couple
days a week. He’s a full-time artist and dad. 
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Larry Bemm, "Sneaking up on Words" New oil paintings, opens Thursday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesdays-Saturdays, Bryan Ohno
Gallery, 155 S. Main St., Seattle (206-667-9572 or www.bryanohnogallery.com ).



While talking with Bemm, I have to admit I struggled
with the happy thing. Here’s my conclusion: Finding a
genuinely joyous person  not just your die-hard
"think positive" type  is almost unheard of in the
general population, much less in the self-absorbed
angst of the art world. And finding so much serenity
transferred to canvas is a powerful thing. 

"I don’t let negative things define me," Bemm says in
response to my pointed questions about his benevolent
attitude. "I keep my mind very open, not in a formal
way. I’m not involved with religion or philosophy. I’m
just very involved with the people I’m involved with." 

Many signature images of abstract art  Jackson
Pollock’s jittery action paintings and Mark Rothko’s
profound, wavering color fields  seem synonymous
with the suicidal manic-depression of their makers. 

Abstract expressionism evolved in this country after
World War II and the emotion under the surface of it
can seem linked to the psychological trauma of the
war years. That’s what we often associate with depth:
an underlying tragic flaw that pushes the artist precipi-
tously close to the edge in a state of raw awareness.
Happiness, on the other hand, gets linked with superfi-
ciality, a kind of Pollyanna prettiness that does noth-
ing but decorate the walls. 

Bemm doesn’t fit the stereotypes. His blissful, eccen-
tric, odd-colored canvases can at times draw close to
the transcendence of religious paintings. 

The truth is, Bemm’s depth is in his lightness. This
may not seem as immediately interesting as despair,
but, in a way, it’s comparable to the paradox of read-
ing Dante’s "Divine Comedy": Everybody knows that
the wild torments of "Inferno" make juicier reading
than the celestial bliss of "Paradiso." 

Bemm says that abstract artists in general tend to get
stuck having to defend what they are doing. "You
make it and put it out there, exposed," he says. "Then,

to have to defend it is tough for me. My family has
been my biggest support, in the best sense, in a true
desire to understand." 

That’s another instance of Bemm’s good fortune. He
never had to face the problem many artists grapple
with: a family that thinks they’re nuts for making art. 

Bemm grew up in the Chicago area in a family of
artists. His great grandfather, a Swedish immigrant,
was a landscape painter. His great uncle taught paint-
ing at the Art Institute of Chicago. His mother is a
craftsperson who makes wooden toys. Still, he origi-
nally planned to study archaeology at college. 

"I didn’t think of art and career: They weren’t synony-
mous," he says. "But taking a couple of print classes, I
knew that’s the way I was pulled." 

Bemm sees painting as a grand experiment. "Each one
is definitely providing new information back," he
says. And, much like popular Seattle painter Fay
Jones, Bemm gets his inspiration from words. As a
standby muse, he keeps a 1920s dictionary that his
mother gave him close at hand. 

Nevertheless, once he starts painting, Bemm doesn’t
do a lot of thinking. His first step, he says, is "fever-
ishly getting rid of any white." After slathering on
color  and Bemm’s preferred colors tend to be light-
struck and ebullient  he starts to undo them again. 

"I actually start picking them apart rather than adding.
Like this row of shapes," Bemm says, looking toward
a painting on the wall, "to me they happen behind the
scenes. They fall in place behind this atmosphere, like
when you scrape away at frost on a window." 

Bemm can’t say exactly how the words influence the
pictures: They just sing in his mind while he works.
What he does know is that when things go right, the
painting transports him to "that first wonderful place."
From then on, what matters is "being able to laugh
with it and experience it." 

Cont’d: Forget angst, joy motivates Bemm


